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Howie and Suzanne 

Goodman were valued 

members at Beth Judea until 

they decided to make aliyah 

in 2009. The Goodmans 

have agreed to provide us 

with a blog on their 

experiences as new olim in 

Israel. Though we continue 

to miss the Goodmans, we 

can all look forward to 

reading about their 

adventures in Israel through 

their blog.
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Israel is mourning the tragic loss on April 29 of 45 men and boys who were crushed to death in a

stampede at Mount Meron. One hundred fifty others were critically injured. Mount Meron is a

nature preserve in the Upper Galilee region northwest of Safed where the tomb of Rabbi Shimon

bar Yachai is located. Every year, there is a giant pilgrimage to the mount for ceremonial lighting

of huge Lag B'Omer bon fires, singing and dancing. Orthodox three-year-old boys may get their

first haircut at this joyful celebration. This year there were over 100,000 Ultra-Orthodox and

Hasidic Jews in attendance. The stampede was caused after some revelers slipped while exiting

a crowded stairway. They fell on those below them

causing hundreds of more to fall over crushing and

asphyxiating those under them. Panic sparked

attempts to escape, only making the situation worse,

as hundreds were trapped trying to find a way out.

The Sunday following the tragedy was declared a

National Day of Mourning for those lost. It was very

challenging for the bodies to be identified and laid to

rest before Shabbat. There were thousands of

Israelis contributing blood for the injured and we all

mourn this sad and unnecessary loss for families.
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Lag B’Omer is considered an amazing and spiritual event. Last year the event was held under

restrictions due to the corona pandemic. While Israel is beginning to recover from the virus, there are

still precautions that we should be practicing, and this should not have been allowed solely on that

concern. Prior to the event, the state comptroller and the police chief both cautioned against it.

Unfortunately, legislators such as Shas leader, MK Arye Deri bulldozed the event into being allowed

to proceed with no limitations. His attempts to “soften” plan after plan of the Health Ministry relating to

the coronavirus pandemic continued into the planning for the Lag B’Omer festivities on Mt. Meron.

Israel is suffering from a cultural war between the ultra-orthodox, Hassidic, the more liberal forms of

Judaism, and the secular portion of the population. This is an example of the different ideologies and

practices of the different sects. Other cases are that the orthodox schools, which are supported by the

State, often do not teach English, math, or sciences. The Orthodox way of life encourages all adult

men to study religion all their lives, and they expect to receive stipends from the taxpayer. Less than

fifty percent of Orthodox men are employed. Yeshiva students are subsidized for full time study of the

Torah and do not have to serve in the IDF or do civil service. Religious women are exempt from the

IDF. When Ben Gurion gave them this exception from serving militarily they were a far smaller

percentage of the population than they are now. Israel has the highest reproduction rate in the world

and Orthodox are definitely bringing the average up. During the lockdowns, most Israeli students

were required to study on Zoom while the Orthodox schools remained open. Also, during the

lockdown of the entire nation it was specific areas that needed to be isolated, and these were the

Orthodox areas. However, the entire country suffered the economic result of the three lock downs.

Even if Mount Meron had been open spaces and had updated safety precautions for large crowds,

the danger of infection in large close crowds was very risky and should not have been permitted. If

this had been like a music concert, soccer game, or political rally, police safety regulations would

have been limited attendance to 10,000 or 20,000 people not the 100,000 people who were allowed

into the site and the 250,000 worshipers and revelers who have attended in previous years. There

need to be laws to regulate the safety of mass-gathering events. Apparently, to appease Ultra-

Orthodox leaders, the government placed no limit on the numbers attending the celebration, despite

Health Ministry warnings. Should there be an investigation of the disaster that leads to safer laws for

public gatherings to prevent this from happening in the future, these laws must apply to and be

observed by all the citizens of Israel.

The Knesset election is over, but who will be in charge of the government remains unknown as of

May 10th, 2021. The Likud Party had the first opportunity to form a government with a mandate from

President Rivlin and after 30 days was unsuccessful in forming a government. Prime Minister

Netanyahu offered Naftali Bennett of the Yamina Party to be the prime minister for the first two years

but was turned down.

Yesh Atid, under the direction of Yair Lapid, received the new mandate from President Rivlin to form a

government the evening of May 7th, 2021.The president tries to give the mandate to someone who

can form a government acceptable to the Knesset. Lapid and Bennett believe they can form the new

government in one week. They hope to swear one in by Thursday, May 13, 2021.
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Rivlin received all the parties’ requests for the new government leader. Yesh Atid received 56

recommendations and Bennett received 7 recommendations which were only from his party. A

number of the parties didn’t give consideration to any of the parties.

Netanyahu continues to believe that Lapid would form a coalition left of center. He suggested that

Rivlin allow the Knesset to vote for a government. President Rivlin rejected this suggestion. He felt it

would lead to a fifth election, although that could still happen.

If people feel there are huge differences between most of the 13 parties in the Knesset regarding

security of Israel, they would be wrong. With the riots going on in parts of Jerusalem, Lapid strongly

condemned the Palestinians. The Joint List does not agree but has always supported the virtual

elimination of Israel. The New Zionist Right Party believes Israel should only have Jews within its

borders.

There are many obstacles in forming a new government. Gil Hoffman has noted 10 possibilities:

1. They need to form a government quickly and will meet behind closed doors.

2. A member of Yamina-Chikli has departed Yamina over Bennett getting behind Lapid.

They will put pressure on Chikli to depart from the Knesset and be replaced by the next

Yamina member in line Shirley Pinto. She is a strong advocate for the deaf. Any

additional departures could fragment the faction.

3. They will have to ignore the opposition. Likud and the New Zionist Party will harass New

Hope and Yamina Knesset members at their homes. This has been done to Netanyahu

and Likud members.

4. Parties trying for many portfolios and ministerial positions for their endorsement could

even cause a fifth election.

5. Somehow create the correct proportion between the unity government parties - even

though the number of seats varies between parties.

6. Avoiding the differences in ideologies of the parties. These are not parties close to

ideological closeness.

7. Enticing the Arabs where infrastructure and reducing Arab on Arab violence would have

to be worked out.

8. Dealing with the religious and secular party members regarding Judaism and the state.

9. Handling of the world pandemic. It is still raging throughout the world and could become

an issue again in Israel.

10. Explaining to the international community what the coalition stands for. Most believe

Bennett to be far right and Lapid more moderate. That might require Lapid to be the

Foreign Minister.
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Mahmoud Abbas, president of the Palestinian

Authority, has postponed the elections that

should occur May 22, 2021. The last election

was January 25, 2006. Abbas is in the 15th year

of a 4 year term. Many believe he is losing his

grip at home but knows how to find donors all

over the world as he professes to want an

independent state for his “oppressed” and

“occupied” people. He has “postponed” the

elections that probably never would have

As usual in coalition politics, a party with few seats

can become the king maker. This time it is Ra’am

(United Arab List) headed by Mansour Abbas (a

different Abbas from the Palestinian Authority

president). His party has four votes and would

support from outside the coalition.

To gain his support, Abbas has demands.

Economic help in greater amounts to the Israeli Arab

Sector and the building of a new city in the south are the main demands. He has never brought up

the Palestinians or security issues as demands.. The reality of the coalition may cause Ra’am to

cease its outside support, which would end the government. Predictions are only 61 votes

including Abbas’s party.

happened by blaming Israel for “forbidding” the participation of East Jerusalem Palestinians. The

Israeli Foreign Ministry stated that the elections were “ an internal Palestinian issue” that Tel Aviv

had “no intention of intervening in them nor preventing.” Abbas said Israeli officials have told him

they couldn’t respond because there is no formed government .

Political pundits believe Abbas doesn’t want elections as he probably lacks the votes to hold on to

the presidency. He is also eighty five years old and in questionable health. The legislative

elections were scheduled for May 22,2021. The presidential election was scheduled for July 31st.

Every year just before Ramadan there is an uptick in anti-Israel sentiment on Palestinian radio and

TV. It usually creates rumors that Israel will take over the Temple Mount. During Ramadan, many

Arabs visit the Dome of the Rock.

Since May 10th is Jerusalem Day, there have been problems. The Temple Mount has been closed

to Jews. Ramadan ends this week and tensions have been high during the month long holiday.

Observant Arabs Muslims fast from eating or drinking during the day for thirty days and then have

a jubilant “break the fast” every night, Because of Covid, restrictions have been established to

reduce the gathering of large groups at night.
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Hamas is upset that the Palestinian elections have been postponed. They felt they could gain many

seats and perhaps the presidency. Gaza, controlled by Hamas through previously won elections and

then violent removal of Fatah factions, has been sending incendiary balloons and kites into Israel. It

causes fires and burns agricultural crops.

Israel unilaterally disengaged from Gaza in August of 2005. Twenty one settlements were removed

and relocated to Israel. Israel does control Gaza air and maritime space to try and reduce the

smuggling of military equipment. Egypt also has imposed blockades of their common border with

Gaza. Tunneling has been a real issue.

The recent Abraham Accords are also part of the issue. Palestinians would like the Arab nations to

pull out of the agreements and feel the tensions in Jerusalem may allow this to happen.

There have been opinion pieces in The Jerusalem Post that question the fact that the United States

appears to be withdrawing from the Middle East both politically and militarily. This is allowing Iran,

Russia, and China to take over the vacuum this decision creates.

Covid appears to have delayed many of Israel’s security issues. Now that it may be over, our real

issues are in the forefront.

A tiny country such as Israel tries to help countries throughout the world. Recently, a second Indian

transport plane came to Israel and was loaded with medical supplies such as oxygen and ventilators

to help the Covid Crisis in India. Whether it is reported throughout the world is not known by us.

Tour buses are popping up in our neighborhood. Most restaurants that did not go out of business are

opening up with limitations. Ben Gurion is allowing the arrival of tour groups. Our neighbors have

parents visiting from New York state who they haven't seen for a year and a half. This summer, the

Birthright program will be continuing. We have been happy being isolated here; however, we are

looking forward to the world opening up again.

We enjoyed talking with members of Beth Judea on Zoom. Thanks to those who joined us. We are

very impressed with the spirit and growth that Beth Judea continues to experience. May you reopen

the synagogue with more ruach (spirit) and joy.

Suzanne and Howie

We hope you enjoy this installment from the 
Goodmans, who have graciously agreed to blog 
for our congregation their experiences as Olim in 
Israel. If there are specific topics that you are 
interested in hearing about of if you just want to 
stay in touch with Howie and Suzanne, you can 
reach them at: HOWIEG@aol.com

-The opinions expressed are those of the authors and

may not represent those Congregation Beth Judea- ed.
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